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ABSTRACT Permanent magnet Vernier (PM-V) machines, at low power levels (few kWs), have shown a

great potential to improve the torque density of existing direct-drive PM machines without much compro-

mising on efficiency or making the machine structure more complicated. An improved torque density is very

desirable for offshore wind power applications where the size of the direct-drive machine is an increasing

concern. However, the relatively poor power factors of the PM-Vmachines will increase the power converter

rating and hence cost. The objective of this paper is to review the benefits and challenges of PM-V machines

for direct-drive offshore wind power applications. The review has been presented considering the system-

level (direct-drive generator + converter) performance comparison between the surface-mounted permanent

magnet Vernier (SPM-V) machines and the conventional SPM machines. It includes the indepth discussion

on the challenges facing the PM-V machines when they are scaled up for multi-MW offshore wind power

application. Other PM-V topologies discussed in literature have also been reviewed to asses their suitability

for offshore wind power application.

INDEX TERMS Direct-drive wind generator, power factor, system-level performance, Vernier machine.

I. INTRODUCTION
The offshore wind market is growing rapidly with almost

24% average year-on-year growth since 2013 [1]. In 2019,

the total contribution from offshore wind towards the global

wind market is 10% and this number is expected to double by

2025 [1]. Most countries now see the offshore wind market as

a key player to meet their renewable targets. Offshore wind

technology has dramatically advanced over the past decades

driving its cost down to the point that it is economically

competitive against fossil-fuel alternatives [2]. One of the

biggest contributors to the cost reduction is the maturity of

technologies that allows building large wind turbines further

out at sea [3]. Larger turbines have a larger sweep area and

have access to higher and less turbulent wind, increasing

their capacity factors (generate a higher proportion of their

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Kan Liu .

maximum potential output) [4]. Larger turbines also enable

a smaller number of turbines per wind farm and thereby

reducing installation time and cost. The offshore wind market

has therefore shown an increasing demand for larger power

ratings.

In most cases, wind turbines use a multi-stage gearbox

to convert the slow turbine speed to match the synchronous

speed of the generator. Currently, the studies carried out cov-

ering ∼350 offshore wind turbines indicate that the gearbox

requires a replacement every 6.5 years which is much shorter

than the lifespan of the turbine itself (around 20 years) [5].

The gearbox has been identified as the component contribut-

ing to the highest material cost to the offshore wind turbines

due to their frequent failures and the resulting downtime [6].

Moreover, the gearbox accounts for most of the losses in

the drivetrain system (∼60% for a 3MW with a 3-stage

gearbox) [7]. These challenges become more significant

with the increasing turbine power ratings. As an alternative,
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the direct-drive machines (turbine shaft directly coupled to

the generator rotor) have become popular for offshore wind

as they eliminate the requirement of the gearbox. However,

the direct-drive generators are much larger in size com-

pared to the geared counterparts because of the high torque

requirement at low speed. With ever increasing turbine power

ratings, these generators become bulkier, presenting new

challenges like more complex logistics, increased top head

mass, etc. [8], [9].

It is broadly recognized that permanent magnet (PM)

synchronous machines are the most attractive candidate for

direct-drive applications due to their high power density,

efficiency and easy scalability [10]. Although the high cost

of PM machines has been a concern, these machines can still

be competitive for offshore wind farms when the long-term

benefits including low operation & maintenance costs, high

efficiency, simplified design and manufacturing are consid-

ered [11], [12].With the projected rapid rise of turbine ratings

going above 10MWpower level, continuous effort is required

to improve the torque density of these PM generators. Several

solutions have been proposed in the past to improve the

torque/power density of direct-drive PM machines such as

transverse flux machines [13], magnetically geared machines

with dual airgap [14], [15], etc. However, these machines

often have complicated structures, making them less attrac-

tive for high-power applications.

Recently, Vernier machines, based on the same principle as

magnetically geared machines [16], have become very pop-

ular mainly due to their high torque density combined with

simple machine structure. However, these machines have a

relatively low power factor compared to conventional SPM

machines. Several Vernier machine topologies have been dis-

cussed in the literature to improve their torque density and

power factor. However, most of the research works are largely

limited to relatively small scale (up to few kWs) power levels.

A few papers have been published in recent years to assess

the suitability of Vernier machines for multi-MW power

levels [17]–[24]. This paper aims to summarize the work

published in these papers providing useful insight into the

benefits and challenges of Vernier machines for direct-drive

FIGURE 1. Example of an outer rotor SPM-V machine with Z = 6, Pr = 5
and Ps = 1.

multi-MW offshore wind power applications. This involves

some in-depth discussions about the following points:

• working principle and different Vernier topologies pre-

sented in literature

• impact of scaling on the system-level (direct drive

generator + power converter) performance of Vernier

machines in comparison with the conventional SPM

machines

II. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF VERNIER MACHINES

A. HIGH TORQUE DENSITY OF VERNIER MACHINES

The 2D model of a typical outer rotor surface mounted PM

Vernier (SPM-V) machine with Z = 6, Pr = 5, Ps = 1 is

shown in FIGURE 1, where Z is the number of stator slots,

Pr is the number of rotor pole pairs and Ps is the number of

stator winding pole pairs.

The torque-producing mechanism in Vernier machines is

explained in many ways in literature. In most cases, this has

been presented as follows [25]–[30]. The PM fundamental

magnetomotive force (MMF) (Pthr order) interacts with the

airgap permeance created by the open stator slots (Z th order).

This generates two components in the radial airgap flux den-

sities, i.e., one fundamental (Pthr order) and one modulated

[|Z − Pr |th and (Z + Pr )
th order], that can contribute to the

phase back electromotive force (back-EMF) and thus to the

electromagnetic torque. The |Z − Pr |th order modulated flux

density component rotates at a speed that is Pr
/

(|Z − Pr |)
times the fundamental component. This ratio of the speed of

the modulated flux density to that of the fundamental com-

ponent is defined as the gear ratio (Gr ) of Vernier machines.

A highGr results in a high-speed modulated airgap field even

for a slow-moving rotor. This phenomenon is very similar

to the magnetic gearing effect. The high torque density of

Vernier machines is attributed to this fast-changing modu-

lated field component which is absent in conventional PM

machines. To maximize the utilization of this high-speed low

pole pair (|Z − Pr |) subharmonic component, the stator is

wound for the same modulated pole pairs. Therefore, the

slot/pole number combination of the Vernier machines fol-

lows a specific rule given by

Ps = |Z − Pr | (1)

By choosing the above slot/pole number combination, one

of the slot harmonic orders of the stator MMF, i.e., [(Z
/

Ps)±
1], is matched with the fundamental order of the rotor PM

MMF (Pr
/

Ps) to produce the electromagnetic torque. From

(1), it can be understood that Ps can be either (Z − Pr ) or

(Pr − Z ). Some early works in [31] and [32] selected the

slot/pole number combinations as Ps = Pr − Z . However,

some of the later works revealed that the harmonic coupling

in the Vernier machines increased the torque when Ps =
Z−Pr [28]. Hence, tomaximize the torque, most of the recent

works in Vernier machines adopted the slot/pole number

combinations as Ps = Z − Pr .

The high torque capability of the Vernier machines

compared to the conventional surface-mounted PM (SPM)
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machines is also explained by their high tangential flux

density in the airgap resulting from this slot/pole number

combination [33].

B. POOR POWER FACTOR OF VERNIER MACHINES

The PM-V machines are known for their high torque density

but relatively poor power factor compared to the conventional

SPM machines. The poor power factor of PM-V machines

has been explained in literature by comparing their phasor

diagram with that of a conventional SPMmachine having the

same stator structure [26], [30]. For the same stator structure,

Pr of the PM-V machines will be Gr times higher than that

of the conventional SPM machines. For example, a machine

designed with Z = 6 and Ps = 1 will have Pr = 1 for

the conventional SPM machine and Pr = 5 for the PM-V

machine. The comparison of the phasor diagram between

these two machines is shown in FIGURE 2. The inductive

reactance drop in the PM-Vmachines, because of their higher

operating frequency, isGr times that of the conventional SPM

machines. Here, the inductance between the two machines

is assumed to be the same because of their similar stator

structure.Whereas the induced EMFof the PM-Vmachines is

kc times higher than that of the conventional SPM machines.

In general, kc ≪ Gr , and in most literature this reduced

value of kc is due to high inter-pole PM leakage fluxes. But it

was revealed in [23] that the leakage fluxes due to the large

coil pitch to rotor pole pitch ratio of PM-V machines are

much more dominant than the inter-pole PM leakage fluxes.

Overall, the PM fluxes in the PM-V machines are largely

unutilized, resulting in poor power factors compared to the

conventional SPM machines.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of phasor diagrams between conventional PM
and PM-V machines. Lq− q-axis inductance, ωe− angular frequency,
Iph− phase current, Ec− back EMF, Vph− Terminal voltage, θc and θver
are the power factor angles for conventional SPM and Vernier machines,
respectively.

C. SLOT/POLE NUMBER COMBINATIONS

To achieve higher torque density, Vernier machines are gen-

erally designed with higher Gr . Using (1), Gr can be repre-

sented in terms of slots/pole/phase (q) for a 3-phase PM-V

machine as

fracPrPs = Gr =
Z

Ps
− 1 = 6q− 1 (2)

TABLE 1. Some possible slot/pole number combinations for PM-V
machines.

To achieve higher Gr , q needs to be high and therefore

Vernier machines mostly have distributed windings. Vernier

machines can also be designed with fractional slot concen-

tratedwinding (FSCW) using a split teeth stator configuration

which will be discussed in section section III.B. It can be

understood from (2) that the minimum Gr possible for an

integer slot winding, i.e. q = 1, is 5. Some of the possible

slot/pole number combinations that satisfy (1) and with an

integer gear ratio are given in TABLE 1 [30]. Their Gr and q

are also highlighted.

The influence of slot/pole number combinations, Gr and

q on the torque performance and power factor of the PM-V

machines has been investigated through analytical models

and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [25], [26], [30]. The

average torque (Tav) as a function of Gr , fundamental (BPr )

and modulated (Bz−Pr ) components of airgap flux density is

given by [34]

Tav =
π

2
√
2
kwQ

(

GrBz−Pr + BPr
)

D2
gLstk (3)

where kw is the fundamental winding factor,Q is the electrical

loading, Dg and Lstk are the airgap diameter and stack length,

respectively.

Based on (3) one can conclude that the torque of the PM-V

machines is proportional toGr or q. It is worth noting that for

a given Gr , the PM-V machines can be designed with differ-

ent slot/pole number combinations as shown in TABLE 1. It is

observed that the torque performance of the PM-V machines

is better towards lower slot/pole number combinations due to

lower inter-pole PM leakage fluxes [20]. However, there is an

optimal Gr and slot/pole number combinaton beyond which

the torque performance starts to deteriorate. This optimal

torque is limited by the inter-pole PM leakage flux and the

magnetic saturation [30].

The power factor, on the contrary, shows a decreasing trend

with increasing Gr (assuming increased Gr is achieved by

increasing Pr ) [26], [30]. This is mainly due to the high

inter-pole PM leakage fluxes with increasing Pr . Similiarly

for a given Gr , the power factor increases towards lower

slot/pole number combinations due to reduced inter-pole PM

20654 VOLUME 10, 2022
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FIGURE 3. Main classifications of the PM-V topologies.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of overlapping windings with open stator
slots [36]. (a) Conventional overlapping winding configuration with q ≥ 1.
(b) Overlapping winding with 2-slot coil pitch.

and stator slot leakage fluxes. In summary, the performance

of the PM-Vmachines is found to be sensitive to the slot/pole

number combinations. Hence, it is important to optimize the

slot/pole number combinations for overall good performance.

III. STATOR SLOT/WINDING TOPOLOGIES

In addition to the slot/pole number combinations, the stator

and rotor structures with different PM arrangements on them

have also been reported in literature to improve the torque

density and the power factor of the PM-Vmachines. These are

mainly classified as shown in FIGURE 3. These topologies

will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

A. OPEN STATOR SLOT (OVERLAPPING WINDINGS)

As discussed before, to achieve higher torque density, the

PM-Vmachines are generally designedwith distributed stator

windings. Moreover, to utilize the flux modulation effect,

an open stator slot structure is preferred. Hence, the PM-V

machines with an open stator slot structure and an overlap-

ping winding topology with q ≥ 1 have been the most

commonly investigated cases [25], [26], [28], [29], [35].

A typical example of an open stator slot PM-V machine with

Z = 24,Pr = 20,Ps = 4 (q = 1) is shown in FIGURE 4 (a).

Although these machines with q ≥ 1 could achieve high

torque, they have long end-windings. If the stack length of

the machine is short, these end windings can considerably

increase the machine volume and thereby offset the high

torque density benefit.

As an attempt to reduce the end-winding length, fractional

slot concentrated windings (FSCW) or non-overlapping

windings are investigated for open slot PM-V machines [36].

It is observed that the maximum Gr obtained with FSCW is

only 2.6. Moreover, the winding factor (kw) is found to be

inversely proportional to Gr . The investigation revealed that,

as the gear ratio nears unity, the PM-V machines work as

conventional FSCWPMmachines and do not show any supe-

riority. For example, a PM-V machine with Z = 12,Pr =
7,Ps = 5 and Gr = 1.4 is the same as a conventional

12s/14p FSCW PM machine [37], [38]. By comparing the

PM-Vmachines (with open stator slots) with the conventional

FSCW PMmachines (with semi-closed slots), it is concluded

that the PM-V machine with FSCW may not be able to

improve the torque capability. Furthermore, as a tradeoff

between overlapping winding with q ≥ 1 and an FSCW, a

2-slot coil pitch overlapping winding is proposed as shown in

FIGURE 4(b) [36]. The authors selected a slot/pole number

combination of Z = 24,Pr = 19,Ps = 5 with Gr = 3.8.

The torque capability is found to be 18% higher than the

FSCW topology and 20% lower compared to the overlapping

winding with q = 1. However, the power factor of the

proposed 2-slot coil pitch design is better than that with q = 1

orGr = 5. Hence, the proposed topology is found to be a good

tradeoff between the FSCW and overlapping winding with

q ≥ 1 for reducing the end-winding length, improving the

power factor but at the cost of reduced torque performance.

VOLUME 10, 2022 20655
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FIGURE 5. PM-V machines with different winding configurations to
reduce the end winding length. (a) 2-slot coil pitch windings [39].
(b) Toroidal windings [40].

FIGURE 6. Comparison of PM-V machines with the different numbers of
FMT on the split teeth stator topology [44]. (a) Split teeth stator with
2 FMT. (b) Split teeth stator with 3 FMT.

A novel 2-slot coil pitch PM-V machine with open stator

slots is discussed in [39] and is shown in FIGURE 5(a).

By adopting this winding arrangement, the authors claimed

that the armature field harmonics and inductance can be

reduced without compromising the fundamental components.

FIGURE 7. Split teeth stator PM-V machines with improved torque density
and fault-tolerant capability. (a) Unequal pitch for FMT [46]. (b) Improved
fault-tolerant capability [47].

This resulted in a higher power factor (0.95)with better torque

and flux weakening capability.

Similarly, to reduce the end-winding length in open

slot topologies, toroidal windings have also been investi-

gated [40]–[43]. A single airgap consequent pole PM-V

machine with toroidal windings as shown in FIGURE 5(b)

could achieve 20% higher torque with only 66% PM

usage compared to an overlapping winding PM-V machine.

To improve the utilization of stator winding flux, dual airgap

with dual stator [41] or dual rotor [42] topologies have also

been proposed.

B. SPLIT TEETH STATOR (NON-OVERLAPPING WINDINGS)

As discussed in the previous section, the Gr achieved with

open stator slot FSCW topology is very low (<3). To realize

an FSCW with high Gr , the PM-V machines with split teeth

stator is developed as shown in FIGURE 6.

Split teeth stator has multiple flux (field) modulating

teeth (FMT) on one stator tooth, on which the armature

winding is wound. This helps to have a large number of FMT

for a reduced number of stator slots. This allows for an FSCW

topology without compromising the high Gr . The number

of FMT on one stator tooth can be increased to achieve a

higher gear ratio. For example, the PM-V machine shown

in FIGURE 6(a) has 2 FMT per stator tooth and Gr is 5,

and hence for this machine Z = 6,FMT = 12,Pr =
10, and Ps = 2. By increasing the number of FMT to 3 per

stator tooth as shown in FIGURE 6(b), but maintaining the

same stator winding structure, a Gr = 10 can be achieved.

Although the split teeth topology can increase the gear ratio,
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FIGURE 8. HEPM-V machine topologies. (a) Field and armature windings
sharing the same slot [53]. (b) DC field windings in the FMT slots [54].

it needsmore space to accommodate the FMT. In other words,

for the same split ratio (for inner rotor topology), the winding

space for a split teeth stator will be smaller than its open

slot counterpart. Moreover, the FMT short circuit some of the

useful PM fluxes and thereby reduces the torque capability.

A direct comparison between two outer rotor PM-Vmachines

(∼30kW, 1000 rpm), one with open stator slot overlapping

winding and the other with split teeth FSCW, is presented

in [45]. The rotor structure is the same between these two

machines with a V-shaped interior PM configuration. It is

observed that the PM-V machine with an open slot and over-

lapping winding showed superior performance in terms of

torque density, torque ripple, efficiency, etc. In addition, it is

also revealed that the split teeth FSCW topology has serious

magnetic saturation issues.

For conventional split teeth stator topology, the FMT is cir-

cumferentially and uniformly distributed. However, a novel

design with an unequal pitch between adjacent FMT [see

FIGURE 7(a)] is found to be able to improve the torque

density by 20% [46]. Unequal pitch introduces extra working

harmonics that help to increase the net torque. Similarly,

to improve the fault-tolerant capability of the PM-Vmachines

for safety-critical applications, single layer split teeth sta-

tor topology as shown in FIGURE 7(b) is investigated

in [47]–[50]. The fault-tolerant stator tooth as highlighted

in FIGURE 7(b) is made thinner to give more space for

the windings. Split teeth stator topology with overlapping

windings can also be found in the literature [51], [52]. This is

to improve the torque density.

In summary, the 2-slot coil pitch is found to be a good

tradeoff between the FSCW and overlapping winding with

FIGURE 9. HEPM-V machines incorporating ‘‘memory machine’’ concept.
(a) AlNiCo PMs in stator teeth [58]. (b) AlNiCo PMs in stator yoke [59].

q ≥ 1. The comparison between the FSCW and overlapping

windings (q ≥ 1) for direct-drive applications revealed that

the latter has better torque capability. However, the FSCW

would be a better choice for applications requiring high

reliability, fault tolerance, and reduced volume with short

end-windings [49].

C. HYBRID EXCITED PM-V (HEPM-V) MACHINES

Hybrid excited PM Vernier (HEPM-V) machines have an

extra field winding in addition to the armature winding.

By having a separate field excitation, the flux enhancement

and flux weakening operations can be done in a more con-

trolled way which is a drawback for most PM machines.

Some of the possible arrangements of the field and armature

windings along with the PMs are discussed below.

An HEPM-V machine with the field and armature wind-

ings sharing the same slot is presented in [53] as shown in

FIGURE 8(a). Although the flux controllability is found to

be better, the torque capability is compromised by having the

extra field winding in the same stator slot. The field winding

also contributes to extra copper loss, posing challenges for

thermal management. This topology is further improved by

having separate slots for the field windings. In this case, the

field windings are either placed in the FMT slots [54], [55]

as shown in FIGURE 8(b) or in a separate stator with a dual

airgap structure [56]. However, the field windings have been

used in continuous operation and thus generate a significant

copper loss. To reduce the thermal risk of the rotor PMs for

high-speed EV applications, the HEPM-V machine with all

the excitations (including PMs) being located on the stator is

investigated in [57].

VOLUME 10, 2022 20657
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FIGURE 10. Single airgap PM-V machines with Halbach array PMs on the
rotor. (a) Split teeth stator with Halbach array PMs on the rotor [47].
(b) Linear PM-V machine with Halbach array in the FMT slots of the
mover with split teeth [61].

To reduce the copper loss in the HEPM-V machines,

‘‘memory machines’’ as shown in FIGURE 9 with a com-

bination of low coercive force PMs and NdFeB PMs are

investigated [58]–[60]. In most cases, AlNiCo magnets are

embedded in the stator, either in the teeth [58] or yoke [59],

and their magnetization is altered by the DC field winding.

The DC field winding is supplied only in the high-speed

region where flux weakening is required and thus the copper

loss can be significantly reduced.

In summary, the HEPM-V machines are the preferred

topology for wide speed range applications requiring flux

control, especially in the flux weakening region. However,

the excess copper loss and associated thermal issues are the

main challenges [55].

For the offshore wind power application with multi-MW

power ratings, the electrical loading is expected to be high.

Hence a form wound coil is desirable and therefore an open

stator slot design would be a better choice amongst the stator

structures discussed above. Although the split teeth stator is

an attractive choice for a simple winding with reduced end

winding length, the fast magnetic saturation would affect the

performance at high electrical loadings. With high electrical

loading, the power factor of PM-V machines can be even

worse. Hence it would be better to design the PM-Vmachines

with lower gear ratio to achieve reasonable power factor.

This points towards an open slot stator design having an

overlapping winding with q ≤ 1.

IV. MAGNET ARRANGEMENTS ON ROTOR/STATOR

The structures of the PM-Vmachines are overall quite similar

to the conventional PM machines and hence similar vari-

ants of rotor topologies can be found in the literature for

PM-V machines. These can be mainly classified as shown

in FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 11. Dual stator PM-V machines with spoke array PM rotor
sandwiched between the outer and inner stators. (a) With split teeth
outer stator and a passive inner stator [65]. (b) With windings on both the
inner and outer open slot stators [66].

A. HALBACH-ARRAY PM-V (HAPM-V) MACHINES

The PM-V machine with conventional SPM rotor is com-

pared with two types of HAPM-V machines, one with ferro-

magnetic rotor yoke [see FIGURE 10(a)] and the other with

nonmagnetic rotor yoke [47]. The comparison showed that

the HAPM-V machine with ferromagnetic yoke has almost

20% higher torque density, 2% higher efficiency and better

power factor compared to that with an SPM rotor. Whereas

the design with a nonmagnetic yoke showed a comparable

torque performance to that with an SPM rotor.

Similarly, a linear PM-V machine with Halbach array PMs

installed in the FMT slots of the split teeth mover is inves-

tigated in [61] and [62], as shown in FIGURE 10(a). The

proposed design is compared with a conventional flux rever-

sal PM (FRPM) machine because of their similar structure.

The proposed design can achieve 114% higher torque density

with 32% lower PM usage [51]. To further improve the torque

density and power factor, dual rotor/stator topologies are also

presented in [63] and [64]. Halbach array topology in general

helps to reduce the inter pole PM leakage flux which is

critical in improving the power factor of the PM-V machines.

However, compared to the conventional SPM-V machines,

the PM assembly is more complicated and hence increases

the manufacturing cost.

B. SPOKE-ARRAY PM-V (SAPM-V) MACHINES

There are several SAPM-V topologies reported in the lit-

erature due to their flux concentration feature. In most

cases, to better utilize the PM, dual airgap topologies are

adopted. A dual stator topology with a spoke array PM rotor
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FIGURE 12. Single airgap SAPM-V machine topology with flux barriers in
the rotor [72], [73].

sandwiched between an outer split teeth stator and an inner

open slot stator is shown in FIGURE 11(a) [65]. The inner

and outer stators are phase-shifted by one slot pitch enabling

an easier path for the PM flux to link both the inner and outer

stators. The proposed machine could achieve an efficiency

of 90% with a power factor >0.75 at 150Nm torque and

130rpm rotor speed. Similarly, a dual stator PM-V machine

with windings on both the inner and outer open slot stators

as shown in FIGURE 11(b) is presented in [66]–[68]. The

proposed design is then compared with a HAPM-V machine

having a similar dual stator with a sandwiched SPM rotor

(with ferromagnetic rotor back iron) and a single airgap [64].

The torque density of the proposed machine is found to be

almost doubled compared to the other two topologies. In addi-

tion, the proposed machine could achieve a power factor of

0.91 compared to 0.73 (Halbach) and 0.85 (SPM rotor) of the

other two machines.

Because of the flux concentration feature of the spoke

magnets, the possibility of using ferrite magnets is also

investigated for the proposed dual stator topology [see

FIGURE 11(b)] [69]. The proposed design having ferrite

PMs showed 33% higher torque production, higher efficiency

FIGURE 13. CPPM-V topologies with single and dual airgaps. (a) Single
airgap with split teeth stator and FSCW [79]. (b) Dual consequent pole
rotor with toroidal winding stator [80].

FIGURE 14. Single airgap MBPM-V machines with split teeth stator
topology and PMs installed in the stator FMT slots. (a) Consequent pole
Halbach and radial PMs [81]. (b) Halbach, spoke array and radial PMs [85].

but relatively lower power factor (0.72 vs 0.8) in comparison

with a commercially available interior PM machine having

rare-earth PMs [70].

The proposed design is further modified to mitigate the

thermal issues faced by the inner stator windings [71]. The

inner stator windings are removed and the stator core is used

for directing the flux similar to that shown in FIGURE 11(a).

As a result, the power factor is dropped to 0.78. To simplify

the dual airgap structure, the proposed machine is further

modified with a single airgap as shown in FIGURE 12

[72], [73]. To reduce the leakage from spoke array ferrite

PMs, flux barriers are introduced at the bottom of the PMs.

An extended back iron is provided for the armature flux

without having to pass through the PMs. The torque density

is found to be 59% higher compared to the conventional

SPM-V machine. However, because of an easier flux path

for the armature reaction, the power factor dropped to 0.62.

Similarly, a single airgap outer rotor SAPM-V machine with

an open stator slot and 2-slot coil pitch windings is investi-

gated in [74]. The proposed machine could achieve a 30%

higher torque density and a better power factor (0.92 vs 0.78)

compared to a split teeth FSCW Vernier machine with an

SPM outer rotor.

In summary, SAPM-V machines generally show better

torque capability than their SPM-V counterparts because

of their flux concentration feature. However, the single air-

gap topologies result in high PM leakage and therefore,

in most cases, topologies with dual airgap are preferred.

Hence spoke array PMs may not be the right choice for large
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FIGURE 15. MBPM-V machines with open slot topologies. (a) Halbach
array PMs in stator slot opening and consequent pole rotor [84].
(b) Consequent pole PMs on both the stator and rotor using flux
bridges [85].

size direct-drive offshore wind generators as the dual airgap

would make the structure more complex.

C. CONSEQUENT POLE PM-V (CPPM-V) MACHINES

Consequent pole topologies (All the magnets have the same

polarity and the return path of the PM flux is through the

laminated steel core) have been extensively proposed for

conventional and different flux-modulating PM machines

[75], [75]–[79]. Generally, these topologies are proven to

achieve higher torque to PM volume ratios compared to their

conventional SPM counterparts.

Some of the consequent pole PM Vernier (CPPM-V)

machines reported in literature are shown in FIGURE 13.

Consequent pole topology has been used with both split teeth

stator with FSCW [79] and open slot stator with toroidal

winding [80] as shown in FIGURE13(a) and (b), respectively.

In most cases, the consequent pole concept is adopted in the

Vernier machines that have the PMs installed on both the

stator and rotor. These topologies will be discussed in detail

in the next section.

D. MAGNETS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE

PM-V (MBPM-V) MACHINES

Magnets on both sides of the PM Vernier (MBPM-V) topolo-

gies have PMs installed on both the rotor and stator. Most

of the MBPM-V machines have a split teeth stator to utilize

the FMT slots for installing the PMs [81]–[87]. This topology

requires saliency in the rotor to modulate the stator PM flux

and induce EMF in the stator windings. Hence, the rotors of

the MBPM-V machines are generally consequent pole ones.

Some of the MBPM-V machines with split teeth stator and

FSCW are shown in FIGURE 14.

FIGURE 16. Vernier generators designed with split teeth and open slot
stator for wind power application. (a) 2.2kW split teeth stator Vernier
generator (150rpm) [95]. (b) 5kW open slot stator Vernier generator
(214rpm) with 2-slot coil pitch [96].

PM types such as radial, Halbach array, spoke array, etc.

have been tried in different combinations to achieve better

performances. The MBPM-V machines, in general, could

achieve much higher torque density (2 to 3 times) and power

factor than their conventional FSCWPM and split teeth stator

PM-V machines [81], [82]. However, due to the presence of

PMs on both the rotor and stator, the torque ripple for these

topologies is found to be high [81]. Some of the torque ripple

reduction techniques such as the introduction of flux barrier

beneath the stator magnets [82], changing the angular pitch

of the FMT slots [83], etc. have been investigated and found

to be effective without compromising too much the torque

capability.

MBPM-V machines with open stator slot topology are

also investigated in [31], [88]–[94] as shown in FIGURE 15.

The main challenge is the space constraint to installing PMs

on the stator as there are no available separate slots like

the FMT slots. Hence, the PMs have to be installed in the

stator slots in close proximity to the windings. This can pose

serious thermal challenges to the PMs leading to a high risk

of potential irreversible demagnetization. High temperatures

can also degrade the PM glue affecting its physical integrity.

Otherwise, these topologies showed superior performance in

terms of torque, power factor and efficiency.

Halbach array and consequent pole PM arrangements

(including MBPM-V) show potential to reduce the PM vol-

ume and reduce leakage flux in PM-V machines. Hence they

may be used for direct-drive offshore wind generators to
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FIGURE 17. Vernier generator topologies for hybrid generation systems.
(a) 433W double winding Vernier generator (272rpm) [97]. (b) Double
stator toroidal winding Vernier generator (160mm outer diameter) [100].

further improve the torque density and power factor compared

to the existing SPM-V machines.

E. PM-V MACHINES FOR WIND POWER APPLICATION

In most cases, the Vernier machines have been developed for

direct-drive applications like wind power, tidal/wave power,

electric propulsion, in-wheel traction, etc. In this section,

we will highlight those Vernier generator topologies/designs

which have been specifically reported in the literature for

wind power applications.

Direct-drive wind generators, because of their low rotor

speed, are generally designed with a large number of rotor

poles to achieve an output frequency near the grid frequency.

Therefore, in most cases, an outer rotor topology that can

accommodate multiple poles is preferred. Moreover, the rotor

with a large number of poles requires a thin back iron. This

further helps to increase the airgap radius and thereby torque

for an outer rotor topology. An outer rotor configuration also

makes it possible to directly couple the generator rotor to

the rotating turbine hub and thereby simplifies the drivetrain

system. Because of these benefits, the Vernier generators

proposed for wind power applications in the literature mostly

has an outer rotor topology [17]–[19], [95]–[99].

The direct-drive wind generators have a ring-shaped struc-

ture because of their large diameter and thin back irons.

To utilize the large space in the centre, topologies with an

additional stator or rotor can be incorporated. However, more

than one airgap increases the structural complexity, especially

for large multi-MW wind generators. To mitigate this issue,

an outer rotor topology with split teeth stator as shown in

FIGURE 16(a) is proposed for a 2.2kW direct-drive Vernier

generator [95]. The proposed topology is compared with two

open slot Vernier generators with single (inner rotor) and

double stator configurations. The authors claimed to achieve

a better power density with less usage of raw materials com-

pared to the other existing Vernier topologies. However, the

comparison was performed for a small power rating with

an outer diameter of 233mm. For high power ratings, with

increasing electrical loading, the saturation issue of the split

teeth stator topology is going to become more prominent.

Hence, the conclusion may not be valid for high power

ratings. Moreover, for large diameters, replacing the vacant

space with active materials will result in a significantly heavy

and expensive generator, which is not desirable.

The design, analysis and experimental verification of a

5kW Vernier generator with an open slot stator and 2-slot

coil pitch windings as shown in FIGURE 16(b) is presented

in [96]. The proposed design could achieve a high torque

density of 31.1kNm/m3 when compared to a radial field PM

machine (10kNm/m3) operating under a similar natural cool-

ing condition. However, there is no mention of their achieved

power factor which is critical for estimating the rating and

cost of the power converter.

More design variants have been investigated specifically

for hybrid generation systems [97], [100]. An outer rotor

Vernier generator (433W, 100mm diameter) with separate

DC and AC windings installed in the same stator slot as

shown in FIGURE 17(a) is proposed to power an AC/DC

TABLE 2. Example of slot/pole number combinations for PM-V machines with Gr = 5 for a multi-MW direct-drive machine [20].
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microgrid [97]. A 6-phase winding is employed for the DC

windings for generating a square wave voltage which is then

rectified using a diode bridge rectifier. The slot/pole number

combinations are carefully selected to improve the torque

capability generated by both the DC and the 3-phase AC

windings. However, the authors did not present any experi-

mental results as a proof of concept. Similarly, a double stator

topology with toroidal windings as shown in FIGURE 17(b)

has been developed with a multi-mode operation feature for

wind-photovoltaic generation systems [100]. The output volt-

age is modulated by appropriately connecting the terminals

of each of the toroidal windings. A double stator can accom-

modate more toroidal windings and thereby more operating

modes can be generated. The proposed topology could gen-

erate 54 different output voltages at rated speed by using

different winding configurations. In addition, it could also

generate the rated voltage for 3 different operating speeds.

With this multi-mode operation feature along with the photo-

voltaic power, the authors have proposed a more flexible,

reliable and efficient power generation system.

A novel design methodology for a 5kW direct-drive

Vernier generator with split teeth and FSCW is presented

in [98]. Wherein the author calculated the geometric param-

eters of the Vernier generator by estimating the generator

circuit parameters for the maximum torque per ampere con-

trol scheme. A 15kW Vernier generator has been compared

with a conventional SPM generator with FSCW [17], [18].

Both split teeth and open slot stator topologies have been

investigated for Vernier generators. Finally, the open slot

Vernier topology is chosen for the final comparison because

of their higher power factor and lower torque ripple. The

comparison showed that the Vernier generators have higher

torque capability with less PM usage. They also showed bet-

ter torque quality without using any torque ripple reduction

techniques. However, since the conventional SPM machines

often have higher power factors, their power converter has

lower cost and smaller size. The overall cost of the SPM-V

generator is comparable to that of its conventional counter-

part at 15kW power level. The authors also built and tested

the 15kW SPM-V machine. This is the largest prototype,

in terms of size and power, built for PM-V machines in the

literature.

V. CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS OF PM-V MACHINES

FOR DIRECT-DRIVE OFFSHORE WIND

POWER APPLICATIONS
The literature review revealed that a vast majority of

research works about PM-V machines have been focused on

small power ratings in the range of a few kWs. Recently,

a few research works investigating the feasibility of PM-V

machines for multi-MW direct-drive wind power applica-

tions have been published [19]–[24]. This section is dedi-

cated to summarizing the challenges and benefits unfolded

in these papers while scaling the PM-V machines from few

kWs up to multi-MW power levels. Hence, the outcomes of

these research works will be a good reference for any future

work related to Vernier machines for high-power direct-drive

applications.

It is worth noting that in most cases, a conventional SPM-V

machine topology has been considered for the scaling study.

As discussed before, the performance of PM-V machines is

greatly influenced by the selection of Gr and the slot/pole

number combinations. As an example, the comparison of

slot/pole number combinations between the SPM-V and the

conventional SPMmachines for a 3MWdirect-drive machine

with Gr = 5 is shown in TABLE 2 [20]. The stator wind-

ing inductance and the operating frequency of the SPM-V

machines (normalized to the frequency - F and and induc-

tance - L of the conventional machines) are also highlighted.

Understanding the variation of inductance and the operating

frequency gives insights into different characteristics of the

SPM-V machines with different slot/pole number combina-

tions. The influence ofGr and the slot/pole number combina-

tions on the performance of the SPM-V machines when the

power rating is scaled up to multi-MW levels are discussed

below:

A. TORQUE AND TORQUE RIPPLE

It is observed that the SPM-V machines exhibit higher torque

capability towards lower slot/pole number combinations.

This is because of reduced inter-pole PM and stator slot

leakage fluxes as discussed before. These leakage fluxes are

essentially a function of the ratio of rotor or stator pole

pitch to magnetic airgap length (includes PM thickness and

mechanical clearance). Hence, to represent the slot/pole num-

bers in a generic way across all power ratings, a new term

called normalized pole pitch (τ̄r ) is introduced, defined as

the ratio of rotor pole pitch to magnetic airgap length [21].

The trend of normalized average torque (using the torque

generated by the corresponding conventional SPM machine

as reference) with τ̄r for different power ratings, such as

3kW, 0.5MW, 3MW, 5MW and 10MW, was studied in [21]

and [22]. It was an interesting observation that the normalized

torque curves of these power ratings overlapped each other as

a function of τ̄r . This indicated that the torque performance

of the SPM-V machines compared to the conventional SPM

machines is largely defined by the design choice of τ̄r . It is

observed that the SPM-V machines could achieve a higher

torque density than the conventional SPM machine when

designed with a τ̄r > 2.2. The value of τ̄r to achieve the opti-

mal torque of SPM-Vmachine is limited by the magnetic sat-

uration. As can be observed from TABLE 2, the inductance of

the winding increases towards lower slot/pole number combi-

nations or higher τ̄r . As the electrical loading of the machine

increases towards multi-MW power ratings, the effect of

saturation increases and the optimal τ̄r value decreases. In any

case, it was observed that the SPM-V machines, even at

multi-MW power ratings, can achieve a higher torque density

(60% to 80% higher) compared to the conventional SPM

machines. This would mean that the SPM-V machines can

be designed with a much lower volume than the conventional

SPM machines for the same power level. A lower volume
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FIGURE 18. Comparison of variation of power factor with electrical
loading between the conventional SPM and SPM-V machines [23].

would also mean a smaller footprint, more free space inside

the nacelle making the maintenance easier and also may

reduce the existing logistic challenges with large direct-drive

machines. This is one of the most significant benefits of

Vernier machines. It is worth noting that a reduced volume

may not lead to a machine with reduced mass or cost and this

is further discussed in detail in section V. C.

The assessment of the torque ripple is very critical for

low-speed high torque direct-drive applications. Similar to

low power ratings, the torque ripple of the SPM-V machines

was found to be inherently lower than the conventional

SPM machines even at multi-MW power levels [20], [24].

The comparison was made without incorporating any torque

ripple reduction techniques like PM shaping, skewing, etc.

SPM-V machines even without using these techniques can

achieve torque ripple below the required limits and hence can

make the manufacturing process simpler and less costly.

B. POWER FACTOR

Several studies, mostly conducted in smaller machines, have

shown that the PM-Vmachines have a relatively lower power

factor (∼0.6-0.8) compared to conventional PM machines.

The poor power factor of the PM-V machines is due to

their high synchronous reactance. As shown in TABLE 2,

irrespective of the chosen slot/pole number combinations,

the product of inductance and operating frequency for the

PM-V machines is almost Gr times that of the conventional

PM machines. Moreover, the consideration of inter-pole PM

and the stator slot leakage fluxes will vary the magnitude

of induced EMF and the stator winding inductance across

different slot/pole number combinations. Accordingly, the

power factor achieved across slot/pole number combinations

will vary. Hence, the power factor is better towards lower

slot/pole number combinations or high τ̄r , due to reduced

leakage fluxes [20], [23]. In addition to these leakage fluxes,

it was also revealed that there is a significant amount of PM

flux that actually enters the stator core back iron and still does

not contribute to the induced EMF due to the large coil pitch

to rotor pole ratio [21]. This leakage flux is found to be much

more dominant than other leakage fluxes discussed above.

This is the reason why the PM-Vmachines designed with low

slot/pole numbers or high τ̄r still have low power factors even

after having negligible inter-pole PM and stator slot leakage

fluxes.

With increasing Gr , the coil pitch to rotor pole pitch ratio

increases and therefore the power factor reduces further. The

study conducted at 1MW and 3MW power levels for the

Vernier machines with different gear ratios, i.e., Gr ≥ 5

(distributed overlapping windings) and Gr< 5 (2-slot pitch

distributedwinding), have proposedGr ≤ 5 as the best choice

to achieve a relatively good power factor and reduced active

mass [19]. This is different from the trend observed in small

power machines where lower Gr may not be the best choice.

An analytical model, considering all the leakage fluxes has

been presented in [23] for the SPM-V machines. Through

the analytical modeling and FEA simulation, it was revealed

that, unlike the conventional SPMmachines, the power factor

of the SPM-V machines significantly drops with increasing

electrical loading. The variations of power factor with elec-

trical loading between the conventional SPM and SPM-V

machines calculated using the analytical model are shown

in FIGURE 18. Even with a relatively small Gr = 5, the

power factors of the multi-MW SPM-V machines (with elec-

trical loading in the range 50-60 AT/mm) are in the range of

∼0.4-0.5, which is already very low [23]. The conventional

SPM machines could still achieve a relatively good power

factor of about 0.8-0.9 at these MW power levels. This is one

of the significant challenges that unfolded during the scaling

study for the SPM-V machines. This is going to negatively

impact the power converter rating and their losses, affecting

the overall system-level efficiency of the drivetrain.

C. MASS AND COST

With the increasing size of the direct-drive generator for

high power offshore wind applications, it is critical to reduce

their mass and cost. Because of their relatively small speed

(10-25rpm), the conventional direct-drive generators are

designed with a high number of poles to achieve a frequency

matching with that of the grid. The high pole number results

in a design with a thinner rotor and stator back irons. Hence,

the direct-drive generators have a ring-shaped structure with

a large diameter and relatively small axial length. Large and

massive structural components are required to support the

active materials (that generate the power) against the high

stresses acting on the stator and rotor. At around 5MW power

level, the structural mass is found to contribute to 80% of

the total generator mass. Whereas the structural and active

materials almost equally contribute to the total generator

cost [22]. Hence, it is important to consider both the active

and structural materials of the generator while comparing

different generator topologies. Amongst the active materials,

lamination mass is the most dominant one, contributing to

almost 60% of the total active mass at multi-MW power

level [19].

To achieve higher torque than the conventional SPM

machines, the PM-V machines are generally designed with

lower slot/pole number combinations or higher τ̄r . This

increases their winding inductance and the flux per pole
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resulting in large stator and rotor back iron thicknesses to

limit the magnetic saturation. However, for the same power

level, the PM-V machines can be designed with a smaller

diameter or volume because of their higher torque density

capability. This in turn can help to reduce the overall active

and structural material masses and costs. The overall mass

of an SPM-V generator at around 500kW is found to be

26% lower than that of the conventional SPM generator. This

includes a 45% reduction in the active mass and a 13% reduc-

tion in structural mass [22]. However, the benefit in the active

mass reduction is diminishing when the power is scaled up to

multi-MW levels. This is because, with increasing power rat-

ing or electrical loading, the conventional SPM generators are

designed with much larger stator slots to increase the heat dis-

sipation area and thereby improve the thermal performance.

Hence, the conventional SPM machines have thinner back

irons for the stator and rotor resulting in lower active mass.

However, the SPM-V machines still need to be designed in

the same range of τ̄r to achieve a higher torque capability

than their conventional counterparts. At around 10MWpower

level, the active mass of the SPM-V generator is found to

be 3-4% higher than the conventional SPM machine. But a

10% reduction in the structural mass has given the edge to

the SPM-V machine with a 7% overall mass reduction [22].

From the cost perspective, at 500kW, the SPM-V machine

is 25% less costly than the conventional SPM machines.

This includes a 32% and 13% cost saving from active and

structural materials, respectively. The airgap length of the PM

machine is generally designed as 0.1% of its airgap diam-

eter [101]. Because of the reduced diameter of the SPM-V

generator and thereby the airgap length, they utilize less mag-

net volume for the same output power. Since the cost of the

active material is mainly driven by the magnets, the SPM-V

machine could reduce the cost by 10% even at 10MW power

level. Furthermore, a 10% reduction in the structural material

resulted in a 10% reduction in the overall generator cost.

However, because of the poor power factor (∼0.4-0.5) of the

SPM-V generators, the power converter cost has significantly

increased by almost 50% across power ratings ranging from

500kW to 10MW. This has increased the overall system-level

cost of the SPM-V generator by 6-12%. A similar conclusion

has been drawn in [19] proposing Gr ≤ 5 as the best choice

for PM-V machine to achive the minimum mass and cost at

mutli-MW power level.

Although the SPM-V machines show a potential to reduce

the overall mass and cost of the direct-drive generator, there

are a few more design aspects to be considered which

can pose more challenges to the existing benefits. The

system-level comparisons between the conventional SPMand

the SPM-V generators presented in [22] are performed for the

same copper loss between these two types of machines. How-

ever, to achieve high torque density, the SPM-Vmachines are

generally designed for high τ̄r (>2.2) which results in much

smaller stator slots than the conventional SPM machines at

multi-MW power levels [24]. This in turn makes the cop-

per loss per stator slot surface area much higher than the

conventional SPM generators and therefore better cooling

technologies might be needed. To make the copper loss per

stator slot surface area the same between these two types of

machines, the SPM-Vmachine needs either larger slot depths

or reduced electrical loading. The former would indirectly

increase the active mass and cost of the SPM-V generators

and the latter could reduce their torque capability. Based

on the comparison carried out in [22], it is found that the

copper loss per stator slot surface area is almost 2 to 3

times higher than that of the conventional SPM machines

at multi-MW power levels. This can negatively impact the

benefits of the SPM-V generators in terms of cost saving and

mass reduction.

D. EFFICIENCY

For direct-drive wind power applications, the PM-V

machines showed a comparable efficiency with that of the

conventional PM machines [17], [22], [102]. It is worth

noting that the analyses performed in these studies are based

on machines using a laminated rotor and segmented magnets.

This arrangement is mainly due to the fact that the funda-

mental armature MMF in a PM-V machine is asynchronous

with the rotor mechanical speed. As a result, if solid rotor

iron core and unsegmented magnets are used, significant

eddy current loss will be generated in them. However, the

laminated rotor with segmented magnets will increase the

cost and manufacturing complexity of the PM-V machines,

particularly for the large ones used in offshore wind power

applications. Moreover, a solid rotor frame may be required

to stack the laminations which will compromise the torque

for the same machine outer diameter.

Due to the low power factor of the PM-V machines, their

associated generator side power converter losses increase

significantly. For the same terminal voltage as the conven-

tional PM generator, the converter currents will be much

higher and accordingly its losses increase. This reduces the

overall system-level efficiency by 2-3% at mutli-MW power

levels [22]. Since the power factor of the PM-V machines

is largely driven by the electrical loading of the machine at

multi-MW power levels, the scope for further improvement is

small [23]. So if comparing for the same grid power between

these two types of machines, the SPM-V machine will have

to be designed for larger generator power to offset the excess

converter losses.

E. IRREVERSIBLE DEMAGNETIZATION

Unlike the conventional PM machines, the PM-V machines

have a larger number of rotor poles within one coil pitch

depending on Gr the machine is designed for. For example,

a PM-V machine with Gr = 5 will have 5 rotor poles within

one stator coil pitch. Therefore, the magnet thickness in a

PM-V machine is much smaller than that of a conventional

SPM machine for the same magnet volume. Moreover, the

PM-V machine has to be designed with τ̄r > 2.2 to achieve

higher torque capability. This results in an increased winding

inductance than the conventional PM machine and thereby
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the magnets are exposed to a higher armature reaction. This

poses a higher risk of potential irreversible demagnetiza-

tion [20]. Therefore, the PM-V machines might need to be

designed with thicker magnets or with reduced electrical

loading, leading to increased overall machine cost or reduced

torque capability.

VI. CONCLUSION

The literature review, mostly focused on small power

machines, has shown that the PM-V machines have the

potential to improve the torque density of direct-drive

machines without compromising too much on the power

factor (∼0.6-0.9). The scaling study performed over a wide

range of power ratings (from few kWs to multi-MWs) has

proven that the PM-V machines can still achieve a torque

density 60-80% higher than that of the conventional SPM

machines. However, the power factor has shown a signifi-

cant drop to around 0.4-0.5 due to significantly increased

electric loading in combination with the increased PM flux

leakage. This has resulted in an increased cost and reduced

efficiency for the whole drivetrain system (generator+ power

converter).

One of the main benefits that a PM-V machine offers is

the significant reduction in machine volume for the same

output power. However, to achieve a high torque density

and to have a similar thermal performance as a conventional

SPM machine, the PM-V machine uses much more iron core

material. This increases the mass and cost of the machine.

Hence, the PM-V machines may not help to improve the

power to weight or power to cost ratio in comparison with the

existing conventional PM machines at multi-MW power lev-

els. Moreover, the poor power factor significantly increases

power converter losses, resulting in a 2-3% reduction in the

overall system-level efficiency. Therefore, unlike the trend

shown in small power machines, the Vernier machines are

facingmuchmore challenges at multi-MWpower levels mak-

ing them less attractive for current direct-drive offshore wind

power applications. However, in the future when the power

rating increases to>20MW, the reduced volume of the PM-V

machines may offer significant savings for the structural

mass and cost, making them more competitive against their

conventional counterparts.
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